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EDITOR’S PEN  

The Digital Magazine of K H S S Thottara VISAGE-2020 is a humble and strenuous effort of our 

students to highlight  their talents by exhibiting themselves in a foreign language.In the present 

arena, our students prove themselves that English is no longer a hard nut to break .Hope you 

would accept it and appericate it
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MESSAGE

           I extend my warm greetings and felicitation to all inmates of 
Visage -2020 and feel immensely,happy to salute the creativity and 
aesthetic sensibilty of the young writers.  I congratulate all the 
contributers and editorial group for the sincere effort in bringing out 
the magazine.  I wish every success to the venture.

        HEADMASTER
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MOTHER

Being a mother,
Mother Goddess of love
and care
She is everything for her child
The first teacher in the world
       Is a mother to her child
        Teaching her child
         Giving her hand
The very first word AMMA
Sharing laugh and love
She is everything for her child
“Mother is a loving word
We should love our MOTHER”

                    -FATHIMA RIMA,M,P
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      NATURE
In the nature is beauty
In the nature is Earth 
In the nature I find my worth
      In the nature is peace of earth
     In the nature I find myself
     In the nature every lasting green
In the nature there is to be seem
In the nature is a beauty untold
In the nature is everything worth
                               more than gold

                                Shabana .E 9E
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 A MAGICAL SPARROW

Once upon a time, there lived a farmer and his 

wife was so selfish and she wants money from her 
husband. Every day she was so cruel. The farmer was
so poor and hard working man. One day a magical 
sparrow come to their house and the magical 
sparrow saw the hard working farmer and freed 
towards him. He was so poor so he talked the 
sparrow to home. His wife refused to take that 
sparrow to home. So he freed the sparrow away. The 
magical sparrow gifted three boxes to the farmer. A 
big box a medium box and a small box. The farmer 
taked the small box and come to home. But his wife 
agreed why did it he took the big box and the lady 
went to the forest and freed the sparrow away and 
took the big box and opened it. The box was filled 
with snakes. She jumped away. “ She learned selfish 
is not good”. After they lived happily.

                                              
                      SWALIH.P     
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 FATHER
I feel safe when
                  you are with me;
you make my life
                 much more better;
you show me
              fun things to do;
In my life
           you are my hero
The best man 
             I know in world is you...   
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      RAIN
Oh rain you are very beautiful
You can heal the wounds of 
Enviroment
You can do everything in the society
Oh dear you are a precious
                      gold on earth
You can satisfy everyone
                    through your shine
Which is your birth place?
And who is your Mother?
Where are you coming from?
                            
              fathima shahina M  
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       Why gender equality?

Gender equality is an important social issue which is raised by the former 
generation and continue bythe present.  The interesting thing about gender 
equlity is that many of the poeple do’not know what does it really mean.  
People often think that gender equlaity means women above men or women 
need axile of this world.  Many of them are not willing to understand the 
situation and they are standing against without thinking about the aftereffect.  
So it is really important that we should know what is gender equlity and what 
we are expecting through it.  
Gender equlity is the state which access to right and opportunity is unaffected 
by gender which means men and women should have equal opportunity in all 
sectors is a vital thing.  
A woman who can maintain several tasks with different emotions at single 
time can also handle  crisis.  But realising the strength of ourselves is really 
important.  A person who does not know her strength is equivalent to a passion
which is weak so first of all we should have thought that we can do it and 
prove it the he world .  Then only there will be difference of this this will 
continue as a struggle without development .  So know you strength to stand 
and bring a beautiful world of equality.

                                                                                                                                   Hana
                                                                                                                                    10 E
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  GIFT OF GOD
   One day, a boy was walked alone on the fields. An old 

man came from opposite side and be carries on the head 
the bundle of woods. The boy noticed him
and boy come to his position. The boy asked him, what is 
your name? And he said, Ganesh. Then the boy noticed 
that he get injured and he was so tired. The boy was took 
the bundle of wood and asked him, what happened to your 
hand? And he said that, one day, i was walking on the foot 
path. At the time a motor bike hit me through the traffic. 
And my hands got injured. The boy ask, do you feel any 
pain he said no now am fine. Where is your house? He 
said, my house on the mountain there a small shed. 
Anybody in your house no,am alone in my house. Do you 
have daughter, son and wife? My wife is no more. And my 
children, they are eat the neighbour countries. They were 
so educated. They don’t care me and they settled there. 
When hear this the boy was so and be goes to his home 
with old man. His father and mother was understood all of
these. And they lived happily. The old man thought that 
“The boy was the gift of god”

                                  - IJAS 
MUHAMMED
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Campus jokes
Student: Teacher,Would you punish me for something i didn,t do?
Teacber: No
Student: I didn’t do my homework!

.......................
Chintu:Sister, please give me a bottle of blood.
Nurse: Tell me tbe blood group
Chintu: Any group will do!
Nurse:But how!
Chintu: Have to write a love letter to girl friend!
........................................

Do you know what are they!
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        A SONG FOR YOU...

    I WOULD LIKE TO SING A SONG FOR YOU
             WITH PLEASURE IN MY HEART
                ALONE IN THE GARDEN
        SITTING UP ON THE BRANCHES ,CLEANING

THE DEWS FROM MY EYES, TO SEE YOU...
        YOU ARE THE ONE WHO MADE
         ME SING YOU’RE THE ONE WHO
         MADE ME LAUGH ,I CAN’T JUST
              LEAVE YOU ALONE....

MY HEART IS WAITING FOR YOU
        YOU SING A SONG OF LOVE
       THERE COULD BE, ONE GAVE A SHOUT -
          PAINFUL WAY

IT WAS ME WHEMY JOURNEY N YOU TURNED
               BACK FMY JOURNEY ROM ME....
 I AM STIll WAITING FOR YOU

                                                         SWETHA.C, 9-F
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                   THINGS    

Remember the last time you
wished for a THING

But if that thing do sent bring 
anything good to you

Its gonna be the best
thing that you could keep

In your row of loses

Remember the last time you
 wished for a THING

But that thing did 
something good to you

Its gonna be the best
thing that you could keep

In your row of WINS
                                            NIHAL -9E
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Longest palindrome
Tattarattat (coined by James Joyce in Ulysses)

Refer
Mom
Rotator
Noon
Madam
Level
Was it a cat I saw?
No lemon,no melon
........................................................
Homophones 
him-hymn
hole-whole
idle-idol
knew-new
made-maid
mare-mayor
you’re-your
woulls-wood
which-witch
weather-whether
........................................
Homonyms

bark
wound
pen
address
air
arm
circular
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WELL KNOWN QUOTATIONS

1)Give us tools and we will finish the job-SIR WINSTON CHURCHILL

2)Manners make a man-FRANCIS BACON

3)The proper study of man kind is man-ALEXANDER POPE

4)Put out the fire before it spreads-LEO TOLSTOY

5)All is wellthat ends well-SHAKESPEARE

6)Knowlege is power-THOMAS HOBBES

7)Religion is the opium of the people- KARL MARX
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       IMPORTANCE OF TREES 
                

Trees are the best friends of man.  Trees play a
very  important  role  in  our  life.   They  give  us
fruits,flowers,medicine ,paper,firewood etc. Trees
absorb carbondioxide and release oxygen which
is  very  important  to  maintain  the  underground
water level .They prevent soil erosion,deluge and
droughts  Trees  are  natural  home  for
creatures.They offer  cool  shade  during  summer
and  during  rainy  season  we  often  take  shelter
under trees.  They are known as natural air and
water filters.  They guard us against pollution,add
beauty to nature and keep up ecological balance.
Felling of trees affect  our ecosystem,thesegreen
gold’ on earth should be preserved and protected.
                                                                                                        ANUJA-9B
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 A big yellow ball 

I see a big mango,          
Its colour is yellow, 
There fell down from a tree 
Its rolling like a small yellow ball............
I pick the mango to see the worm.......
They peer at my eyes 
mango is the house of the worm......
Their food store in the fruit
At last it tells its story 
which is as sweet as the mango...........
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     A CIRCLE 

The Earth We Live Is Circle
Hot Not Sun Is a Circle
The Cool Moon Is a Circle
Delicious Orange Is a Circle
           
           Bangles We Wear Too Is a Circle
           Hey... The Ball We Play Is Also 
           Circle Children! Now We All 
Know
           What a Circle Is!
                
                                 Muhammed Hashim
                                                    8-E
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          MY JOURNEY 
In the last year I went on a tour programme.  I and my family members had 
been to Mysore.  We were off in a tourist bus. I enjoyed very much that 
journey.  I had been on a long trip for the first time .  That tour was two
day programme. That tour was arranged by Yuva Chethana Club of Kulikkilyad.

We started the journey at night.  The next day at 8 o’clock, we arrived in 
Mysore.  On the way,I saw many wild animals like bear,deer,elephant 
etc.That day we visited Tippu tomb,Vrindavan gardens ,I saw music fountain 
and flowers.  On the next day we visited Mysore palace .  When I entered 
the palace I was surprised seeing the huge structure of it.  Later we 
visited Chamundi hills and Flomina church.  In the evening we came back.We 
really enjoyed that journey.                                               

                                           ANIJITHA-8B
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   OPEN A BOOK   
Open a book
And you will find

People and places of every kind;
Open a book
And you can be,
Anything you want to be
Open a book
And you can share
wondrous words you find in there
Open a book 
And i will too,
you read to me, 
And i will read to you
       
                                                       -Sinan.p
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                  THANK YOU ALL                  
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